Dear colleagues,

2014 is closing with a Big Bang!

2014 brought new funding and awards for many of our colleagues and trainees. It also brought us very much appreciated philanthropic donations to our department that help us to remain at the cutting edge in financially challenging times.

And we end 2014 rejoicing with the arrivals of Drs. Martin Richer and Mary Stevenson and Ms. Suzanna Rodriguez de Kafadar, and the impending arrival of Dr. Corinne Maurice. Together, they increase our research capacity and bring exciting new ideas, models, approaches, and expertise that will not only enhance our research profile but also bring us all to a new level of achievement.

We say farewell to 2014 with the completion of renovations to our beloved building. Among these renovations, let me single out the establishment of a MIMM lounge on D12. This lounge will nurture many good times over a cup of coffee or lunch, and will invite to idea exchange and new collaborations.

In closing, I invite you to celebrate the Christmas break with family and friends (starting with our Departmental Party at Thomson House on December 4 at 6pm), to enjoy the spirit of the season and live it as an opportunity for rest and recharge in ideas and goals.

May 2015 bring us all plenty of challenges and opportunities and the energy to tackle them to the fullest.

Yours in service,
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